**Background:** Because of the antigenic drift and antigenic shift of influenza viruses, pandemics more likely occur in areas with substandard surveillance systems and poor experiences in epidemiological investigations. Integrated influenza surveillance approaches from different species of animals to humans, particularly in inter-phase areas, provide the most effective ways to early detect novel influenza viruses with pandemic potentials. After the outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 in Taiwan, we developed a nationwide hospital emergency department-based syndromic surveillance system (ED-SSS) for monitoring different syndromes of important infectious diseases, including influenza, enterovirus, dengue etc. Recently, we extended to a bottom-up public syndromic surveillance system (http://www.eid.url.tw) to make a dream of participatory surveillance and epidemiological investigation to come true.

**Methods:** Facing the challenges of 2009 pandemic influenza, we monitored the dynamic changes of novel influenza viruses A (H1N1) \[pdmH1N1\] and analyzed their relationships with different epidemiological characteristics and intervention strategies.

**Results:** We found two pdm H1N1 mutants were persistently circulated with increasing percentages through the epidemic. One mutant, HA-S203T located at antigenic site Ca, was firstly detected at 21th week, 2009 and became dominant before week 34 (86.84%, 33/38), and totally replaced after week 35 (100%, 136/136), implying its possible early fixation prior to entering to Taiwan. The other mutant, E374K located at the stalk region of HA2 was firstly found at 3 weeks before the epidemic peak in Taipei and 6 weeks later in Kaohsiung and rose as the major circulated strain at post-peak of the epidemic (64.65%, 64/99), regardless of intervention policies including usage of Tamiflu, class suspensions and mass vaccination in schoolchildren. These results imply the E374K mutants were fixed domestically through the epidemic in Taiwan. Most importantly, these E374 mutants matched well with the 2nd class suspension peak, presented spatial clusters in the seven districts of Taipei with higher population density.

**Conclusion:** Public health implications of Taiwan\'s experiences from surveillance to epidemiological investigation and public health policies will be addressed for future global collaborative efforts on influenza pandemic control.
